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Abstract 
In order to successfully compete against the use of fossil fuels to generate electricity, one 
of the challenges in the photovoltaic (PV) business currently in focus is on the asset 
management of large PV plants, in which developing control techniques to prognosticate 
and evaluate the future energy performance will be essential. Infrared thermography 
inspections can give meaningful support to assess the quality and performance of PV 
modules. However, the implementation of a cost-effective method to scan and check huge 
PV plants represents different challenges, such as the cost and time of detecting PV 
module defects with their classification and exact localization within the solar plant. In this 
context, it has recently been investigated the potential of a new innovative technology in 
the PV plants monitoring operations by using drones. 
 
The main purpose of this work is to establish a scientific basis for the interpretation of 
thermographic images taken by drones, in particular, regarding the influence of 
thermographic irregularities which will negatively influence the performance of PV plants. 
 
The drone is employed to monitor PV modules conditions by using special thermography 
sensors mounted on it in order to scan images. The captured images are then automatically 
sent to a technical office database for the image processing software. This special software 
receives, stores and analyses the captured images to detect the specific defect on the PV 
modules. Then, all information is processed and reported to the final decision-making 
team to decide about the best solution for the particular degraded PV module, in relation 
with the requirements from the operation and maintenance (O&M) services. 
 
In this particularly study project of the inspected PV plant situated in the UK, which has 
been carried out by trained personnel at Quintas Energy (QE), the majority of identified 
faults, which influence the PV module performance (especially the power output 
significantly), are on a sub-panel level, either individual cells or uneven hot spots. There are 
also some modules with bypass diode faults as well as a string fault was detected. Such 
faults must be repaired by the PV module manufacturer, in relation to the manufacturer’s 
warranties, without any cost at all since the PV modules are indeed still in warranty. 
 
It has been concluded that, in comparison with traditional manned systems by using hand-
held cameras, the main functionality of using drones is the early fault diagnosis which 
could reduce corrective maintenance activities, since defects are easily and quickly 
identified and, then, repaired. This fact could reduce defects to become more serious and, 
thus, more difficult to be repaired, along with their correspondent production losses and 
costs.  
 
QE has learned by making mistakes during this project study and gained experience of this 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) technology. Currently, they are in the process of 
improving this technique and will continue to implement it to all their PV plants since the 
efficiency of PV systems can be significantly improved by appropriate use of O&M 
instruments and benefit from innovative monitoring tools, such as the unmanned aerial 
technology. 
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1 Introduction 
The contribution of renewable energy sources to power generation is undoubtedly the 
fundamental alternative to decrease the utilization of fossil fuels in the future and, 
therefore, its associated pollution to the environment, which is sadly destroying our 
beautiful planet. Since governments have been increasingly conscious of this serious 
situation, many countries have been awarded attractive feed-in tariffs, particularly for PV 
systems, with the main aim of reducing pollution and saving the planet. According to 
Grimaccia [1], beside the generous government subsidies, the implementation of PV plants 
has grown exponentially in recent years due to various merit aspects of using solar energy 
technology, with the complicity of decreasing consumer prices and generating a business 
market euphoria. In fact, at the end of 2016, the total cumulative peak power of PV 
installations worldwide amounted to 320 GW [2]. 
 
In order to successfully compete against the use of burning fossil fuels to generate 
electricity, one of the PV business’ challenge is nowadays focusing on the asset 
management of large PV plants, in which developing control techniques to prognosticate 
and evaluate the future energy performance will be essential. As a result of that, O&M 
services are becoming more and more significant where the interest in suitable methods 
for a quality check of installed PV modules, which are engineered to produce electricity for 
25-30 years, increases considerably. Quality assurance is crucial to grant the long-term 
reliability of PV modules to maximize financial and energy returns. For this purpose, the 
first stage of the O&M analysis is to understand the failures and degradations’ 
characteristics on the modules themselves - individual cells within the PV modules might 
become damaged because of defects in the manufacturing process or external incidents, 
and so the output power lowers and efficiency drops [3]. Unfortunately, as Denio 
emphasises [3], “it is extremely difficult to see any of these problems with the 
naked eye and the only way to test the panels for efficiency is to take a voltage reading”.  
 
On the other hand, since the temperature coefficient of the maximum output power of PV 
modules is negative, usually about -0.5 %/°C for crystalline-silicon solar cells, which are 
the main cell technology in the market, it is necessary to monitor their temperature to 
verify that the PV plant produces the maximum energy and to detect anomalies before 
they become failures. For that reason, infrared thermography (IR-T) inspections can give 
meaningful support to assess the quality and performance of PV modules. Aside from that, 
other technical inspection methods are electroluminescence (EL) imaging and I-V curve 
tracing [4]. Some common defects, e.g. potential induced degradation (PID), inactive cells, 
hot spots and micro cracks, can be found by applying these mentioned methods [5].  
 
However, the implementation of a cost-effective method to scan and check huge PV 
plants represents different challenges, such as the cost and time of detecting PV module 
defects with their classification and exact localization within the solar plant. Some PV 
plants are too large and time consuming to be inspected by manned technologies, 
especially if they are located on a building roof or in difficult access areas. Furthermore, 
current methods of PV inspections are not able to provide on-line information about 
failures or defects in the monitored plants and, most of them, use a lot of time only for the 
data acquisition task, without taking into account the subsequent important analysis steps 
[6]. 
 
In this context, it has recently been investigated the potential of a new innovative 
technology in the PV plants monitoring operations by using UAV [7], commonly known 
as drones. In this manner, the light weight, high flexibility, large area coverage and high 
speed of drones have been adapted in order to not only conceive an optimized machine 
for the rapid PV field arrays inspection, but also for computational post-processing 
operations [6], [7]. 
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From this state, it has been proposed to study the profitability and speed of inspecting PV 
arrays by using drones and a semi-automatic computational post-processing technique, 
which has become very popular during the last years. Once the data obtained by drones 
have been processed and defects have been detected, the concerned faulty PV modules 
can be identified in the field. After that, it is the turn of manned technology to proceed 
with further investigation if necessary, normally by laboratory testing [8]. Accordingly, the 
defect is reported timely to decide on the appropriate solution. To sum up, the principal 
gain of using drones is early fault diagnosis which may significantly reduce O&M costs and 
enable a long effective life of PV arrays.  
 
Figure 1.1 shows an example of a measurement system inspecting a PV plant, which is 
made of a drone including navigation system, digital camera, and high-resolution IR-T 
camera. 
 

 
Figure 1.1 Measurement system inspecting a PV plant with a drone [9] with permission from James 
Hoare. 
 
There is still scarce information in this research area since inspections of PV plants by the 
UAV technology to detect PV modules status and failures is a novel application. Thereby, 
more efforts are needed to develop innovative and effective inspection methods, and the 
only way to make them cost-effective and reliable is to expand practical investigation by 
monitoring various aspects of PV systems with drones [9]. 
 

 Quintas Energy 
QE is a company offering asset management services to solar energy investors around the 
world, with the headquarter based in Seville, Spain - as well as 3 offices more distributed in 
Rome, London and San Francisco. They are managing over 330 PV sites worldwide, with 
more than 2500 MW of peak power capacity [10]. 
 
In light of the high number of PV sites across Europe, the USA and Australia that are 
controlled by QE [10], it is interesting, or better said a must, to carry out an entire 
thermographic inspection of their sites. This is the reason why they are willing to 
investigate the inspection of PV plants by drones and determine whether this service 
should become part of their scope of work. QE believes that a thermographic and digital 
camera inspection by drone could be valuable because it can give a good indication of hot 
spots, broken panels and open circuits, among others common PV module defects. This 
way, errors are easily and quickly identified and, then, repaired to ensure a proper 
maintenance.  
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Apparently, QE is primarily keen on inspecting PV plants by using drones in their UK 
portfolio, as it is their largest one. Figure 1.2 shows the different locations (pointed out in 
blue circles) where QE is managing PV sites in the UK. 
 

 
Figure 1.2 Different PV sites managed by QE in the UK [10]. 
 
This portfolio actually represents 8 % of the total capacity of solar PV in the UK [11]. 
Table 1.1 shows some figures of the UK portfolio of PV sites managed by QE. 
 
Table 1.1 UK Portfolio structure [10]. 

Number of PV sites 146 
Total size (MW) 1063 

Average size (MW) 7.3 
Average age (year) 3.7 

 
The energy production of these 146 PV sites was 156.7 GWh during the last 3 months of 
January, February and March of 2018, which resulted in a total operating profit of 
approximately £12 million (£19 million of operating income and £7 of operating 
expenses) [10]. 
 

 Aims and Scope 
The main purpose of this project is to summarize and analyze main results after a real 
extensive flight campaign performed over a PV plant constructed in the UK. The original 
scope of this study is to introduce and test the unmanned technology itself, obtaining a 
large database of data, in visible and infrared spectrum, from where relevant results could 
be inferred on different defects. The systematic examination of various types of defects 
can be used to extract better understanding for the correlation between infrared images 
and PV module defects. Thereby, the goal is to establish a scientific basis for the 
interpretation of thermographic images taken by drones, in particular, regarding the 
influence of thermographic irregularities which will negatively influence on the energy yield 
of PV plants. 
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Some key points to analyze along the process of this project are: 
 
• Using IR-T inspection with drones during PV plant operation to test the reliability of 

detecting modules. 
 

• Can drones determine the precise location of each fault down to the individual PV 
module in a plant made of thousands of modules? 
 

• Detecting the most frequent defects and typical damages of crystalline-silicon PV 
modules by measuring the cell temperature under operating conditions through IR-T 
images 
 

• Classification of defects from the characteristic values of IR-T inspections during PV 
plant operation. 
 

• Detecting the most frequent defects and typical damages of crystalline-silicon PV 
modules, with their impact on the actual output power and cell temperature under 
operating conditions. 

 
 Method  

As far as the experimental setup is concerned, this section introduces a brief overview of 
the suggested methodology of the steps carried out from the formulation of the aim to the 
gaining of results and final conclusions. To be more specific, it is explained how to fill the 
gap between PV plant data collection of captured images taken by drone, data processing, 
analysis and post-processing of different defects on PV modules in short time and final 
decision-making.  
 
As it was previously mentioned, the inspection methodology of large-scale PV plants’ 
maintenance operations in the UK is performed by the UAV technique, where the drone is 
employed to monitor PV modules conditions by using special thermography sensors 
mounted on it in order to scan images. Additionally, such a system will also be able to 
provide reliable and accurate information of the PV plant performance on the internet [7]. 
Figure 1.3 illustrates the schematic of a typical system when monitoring PV plants using 
the UAV technology. 
 

 
Figure 1.3 Schematic of the UAV monitoring system for PV plants [7]. 
 
As indicated in the above figure, an infrared imaging sensor (or thermal camera) is installed 
on the drone to perform thermographic inspections. The captured images are then 
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automatically transferred to the Ground Control Station by radio frequency channel 
(wireless technology) or USB. After that, data is sent by the Ground Control Station to the 
database for the image processing software. This special software receives, stores and 
analyses the captured images to detect the specific defect on the PV modules. Then, all 
information is processed and reported to the final decision-making team to decide about 
the best solution for the particular degraded PV module, in relation with the requirements 
from the O&M services [7]. 
 
The advantage of storing exhaustive data about PV modules status, based on previous 
experimental tests, is the fact that this monitoring system is able to detect the PV module’s 
defects and monitor them along the process of the full inspection of PV systems, which 
will only last a few hours even for large plants (much faster than by manned methods). 
Consequently, this accurate system can quickly inform about the condition of PV plants. 
Another benefit is the capability to locate the exacting affected PV module in the plant 
since drones have built-in GPS [7]. 
 
For the recorded data to be reliable, all IR-T recordings should be correctly carried out in 
compliance with recommended specifications, such as either in experimental (hardware 
features, distance to target and angle of view) or environmental conditions (irradiance, 
cloud coverage and wind speed) [12]. Figure 1.4 gives a brief overview of involved actions 
which should be taken before, during and after the IR-T inspection of a PV plant. 
 

 
Figure 1.4 Overview of involved actions before, during and after IR-T inspection of a PV plant [12]. 
 
The mentioned recommended specifications must be in compliance with international 
standards, like the IEC 60904: “Outdoor Infrared Thermographic of Photovoltaic 
Modules and Plants” and IEC 62446: “Photovoltaic (PV) Systems  Requirements for 
Testing, Documentation and Maintenance” [13], from which the main requirements to 
take into account during inspections can be divided as follows. 
 
1.3.1. Requirements for IR-T cameras 
IR-T cameras used for inspecting PV plants should fulfil some minimum requirements as 
shown in the following Table 1.2. 
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Table 1.2 Minimum requirements for IR-T cameras [13]. 

Features Minimum requirements 
Spectral response 2 µm to 5 µm or 8 µm to 14 µm 
Temperature range –20 °C to +120 °C  
Operating temperature range –10 °C to +40 °C  
Thermal sensitivity NEDT ≤0.1 K at 30 °C  

Geometric resolution 

1. PV module: max. 3 cm length of the edge per pixel  
(5 x 5 pixel on a 6" PV cell). 
2. Electrical connections: The geometrical resolution 
has to match the smallest object area to be verified. 

Absolute error of measurement < ± 2 K  
Adjustable parameters Emissivity, ambient temperature. 
Adjustable functions Focus, temperature level and span. 

Measurements functions Measuring spot, measuring area with average and  
maximum temperature. 

Calibration 

The measuring system (camera, lens, aperture and 
filter): The camera must be traceable calibrated at least 
every 2 years. The calibration must be documented. If 
the camera is not compliant, it must be readjusted by 
the manufacturer. 

Documentation Storing of the infrared picture with the radiometric data. 
 
NETD stands for Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference, which is the smallest 
temperature difference detectable by an IR-T camera [13]. 
 
Moreover, for the IR-T camera, it is suggested a resolution ≥ 320 x 240 pixel and a 
separated camera-control concept with monitor and remote control or a swivelling display 
[13]. 
 
1.3.2. Requirements for environmental conditions 
The inspection of PV plants shall be under operating conditions, in thermal steady state 
condition, as well as soiling should be low and free of shading to avoid thermal effects 
[13]. Table 1.3 shows the required environmental conditions for inspections to be 
performed. 
 
Table 1.3 Required inspection conditions [13]. 

Parameter Limits 
Irradiance Minimum 600 W/m2 in the plane of the PV module 
Wind speed Maximum 4 Bft (or equivalent to 8 m/s) 
Cloud coverage Maximum 2 okta 

 
The cloud coverage should be given in okta, which means part of 8 of cloud coverage, 
with “8 okta = full cloud coverage” and “1 okta = no cloud coverage at all” [13]. 
 
After having clarified the main requirements to consider during IR-T inspections by 
drones, the next sections are divided in the following order with the aim of providing a 
clear picture of this research study project. 
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• Section 1.4, which reviews previous knowledge in this research field and the theoretical 
background on the topic. 
 

• Chapter 2: Experimental setup, which focuses on describing how the experiments were 
carried out, including the boundary conditions, and all the equipment used. 
 

• Chapter 3: Analysis and results, which details the obtained results of all the 
experiments performed. 

 
• Chapter 4: Discussion, which discusses the obtained results of the previous chapter, as 

well as proposes recommended actions after detection and evaluation of thermal 
abnormalities on PV modules. 
 

• Chapter 5: Conclusions, which ends up with the conclusion of this experiment 
research. 
 
 Previous work 

This section contains previous knowledge, through a literature review, on the classification 
of faults in operating crystalline-silicon PV modules, as well as fault diagnosis by means of 
field IR-T imaging taken by drones. Moreover, it also describes what QE has investigated 
in this field so far. 
 
As introduced in the first section, the implementation of PV plants has seen an 
exponential growth in recent years, becoming in a highly competitive player in the global 
energy market. Furthermore, according to research studies, it is expected to progressively 
increase in contrast to the decreasing of carbon emitting alternatives. 
 
The power generation of PV plants, and the consequent payback time of investments on 
PV installations, are significantly dependent on the operational lifetime of PV modules and 
their electrical performance. Although PV modules are characterized by limited electrical 
efficiency (around 20 %), they comprise the most robust part of a PV system, typically 
featuring warranty periods of up to 25 or 30 years. For consumers and investors, this 
technology can become even more attractive if the energy production cost, known as 
levelized cost of electricity, is reduced while, at the same time, reliability and durability are 
kept at the top level during operation [14]. However, long-term performance of PV 
modules and their overall reliability might be affected not only by faults occurring under 
real operation conditions but also during the post-manufacturing process of transportation 
and installation. Such faults are mainly characterized by reduced electrical power output, 
abnormal temperature profiles on the surface of modules, excessive thermal and 
mechanical stresses or even safety risk for the installation [14].  
 
Nowadays, on-line detection and effective diagnosis of any possible fault in PV modules 
under operation in the field still remains a technical and economic challenge, particularly 
for large-scale PV plants made of thousands of modules [14]. In fact, traditional 
inspections of PV modules to measure electrical performance, through the typical I-V 
curve characteristic, can be such a costly and time-consuming method which may not be 
acceptable by operators in the already competitive PV market. Besides, with the invention 
of sophisticated digital cameras at an affordable cost, advanced inspections based on 
optical methods become increasingly popular; Especially, EL and IR-T imaging comprise 
effective and powerful tools for qualitative characterization of PV modules in order to 
detect defects and their exact location with high accuracy [14]. 
 
In a typical EL image, the resultant light intensity is proportional to the voltage across the 
cell, thus, any electrically inactive parts within a module or cell, are depicted as dark areas 
[15].  
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Figure 1.5 shows an example of an EL testing result of a quality PV module and a 
defective one. 
 

 
Figure 1.5 EL image from a quality PV module (left) and a defective one (right) [15] with permission 
from Dricus de Rooij. 
 
In the right image, microcracks and cells breakage can be observed in the PV module, 
which might be caused by severe weather events such as hail, storm and snow pressure. 
Nevertheless, transport damage and/or faulty installation (external influences) may be the 
reason for the incident [15]. Unfortunately, these damages are not visible to the human eye 
since the cracks and fractures are so fine that they cannot be seen without special 
technology, like an EL camera. 
 
In general, EL inspection of PV modules can indicate the presence and location of cell 
cracks and shunts, PID and inactive modules or string with great accuracy. However, in 
cases of optical degradations and failure, such as delamination or glass breakage, EL is not 
efficient [14]. Additionally, EL appears to be techno-economically effective and 
competitive for small-scale indoor characterization rather than large-scale outdoor 
diagnosis, due the following practical limitations [14]: 
 
• Inspections are not performed under maximum power point (MPP) conditions, only 

during night time. 
 

• For large-scale PV installations, EL testing protocol involves the use of high-power 
supply, becoming complex and cost-consuming. 
 

• EL imaging does not provide information on the thermal impact of a potential fault 
and, thus, no estimation on the resultant power output loss can be done for the faulty 
PV module. 

 
On the contrary, IR-T inspections appears more suitable to provide this missing 
information. In principle, IR-T or thermal imaging refers to measurement of infrared 
radiation, which is emitted by the surface of a body with temperature above the absolute 
zero. In this measurement, the use of thermal cameras results in pseudocolor images of 
temperature distribution.  
 
IR-T measurements of PV modules are performed outdoors under steady-state 
illumination conditions. Under such conditions, heat and electricity are generated by the 
incident irradiance which, in the case of a non-defected module, is expected to cause 
homogenous temperature distribution on its surface. IR-T can identify electrical power 
output losses of the impacted module in the form of dissipated heat. Figure 1.6 shows a 
thermal image of 2 specific PV modules. 
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Figure 1.6 Thermal image of 2 PV modules [16] with permission from John Tsanakas. 
 
From this image, it can clearly be seen that the PV modules are made of 36 cells (divided 
into 4 rows of 9 cells each). Apart from that, it shows various defective cells which are 
overheated. These are the orange and red colour ones which, according to the temperature 
scale in the right of the image, might be between 45 ºC and 55 ºC. Defective cells like these 
will reduce the power output of the PV module. They can even get hot enough to crack 
the glass cover allowing moisture in and can melt the solder connections resulting in the 
failure of the entire module. 
 
What makes IR-T even more interesting and promising for fault diagnosis of PV modules 
is the fact that thermal images can be scanned in a fast way, with minimal instrumentation 
tools and without interrupting the operation of the PV system in the field [14], [17].  
 
As an example, taken from an International Energy Agency report, Figure 1.7 shows a 
comparison study of the needed time for a PV plant inspection, according to its nominal 
power, between using a hand-held IR-T camera and an IR-T camera incorporated to a 
drone. Here, the colours are used to identify the different time ranges for IR-T inspections. 
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Figure 1.7 Required time for the inspection of PV modules using IR-T cameras, attached to a drone (top), 
and hand-held camera at the ground (bottom) with respect to the nominal power of the PV plant [12] with 
permission from Mary Brunisholz. 
 
For instance, in Figure 1.7 (bottom), a PV plant of 8 MW nominal power will take, 
approximately, between 25 and 30 hours of inspection using a hand-held IR-T camera, 
taking into consideration that all the other factors that might affect the inspection are ideal 
[12]. While, in Figure 1.7 (top), the required time for inspection using an IR-T camera 
incorporated to a drone, with respect to the same nominal power (8 MW), is 
approximately half. 
 
The next subsection outlines the characteristics of the most common faults of PV modules 
operating in the field. 
 
1.4.1. Faults in PV modules 
Over the last decade, it has been accumulated a wide background of knowledge about 
most of the faults that could happen throughout the operational lifetime of PV modules. 
This section only focuses on today's predominant technology of PV modules, the 
crystalline-silicon cell technology. There are many different types of faults, which can be 
divided in the following extensive categories: 
 
A. Optical degradation, such as delamination and bubbles, discoloration of the encapsulant 

and glass of the front cover breakage. These faults are caused by internal factors (e.g. 
poor encapsulant quality or incorrect lamination) and/or external factors (e.g. high 
temperature or humidity). They can normally be identified by a simple visual inspection 
or even by naked eye, which affect the optical properties of PV modules, resulting in 
unwanted optical reflection and reduction of the penetrating solar radiation with the 
consequent loss of generated current (and, thus, power output) from the defective PV 
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module [14], [17]. Figure 1.8 shows an example of optical degradation in PV modules 
by glass breakage and delamination. 

 

 
Figure 1.8 PV modules with glass breakage (left) and delamination (right) [18] with permission from 
John Tsanakas, Long Ha and Claudia Buerhop. 

 
When optical degradation happens, there is an evident drop of the output current 
values is generally depicted through the I-V curve characteristic of the faulty PV 
module (this drop results in maximum power output losses). On the other hand, the 
thermal pattern of optically degraded PV modules represents the region that 
correspond to the impacted area as hot spots, usually in the cell scale with typical 
temperature differences of 5 ºC or more (depending on the severity of the degradation) 
between non-defective and defective areas [14], [17].  
Figure 1.9 shows an example of a typical I-V curve characteristic output and thermal 
image of a PV module with an optical defect. 
 

 
Figure 1.9 Typical I-V curve output (left) and thermal image (right) of a hot spot defect [18] with 
permission from John Tsanakas, Long Ha and Claudia Buerhop. 

 
In this last figure (right), the consistently appearing smaller white spots on every PV 
module are their correspondent junction boxes, where the bypass diodes are in and the 
most concentrated current is going through, reason of which they get hotter than the 
rest of the individual cells. 

 
B. Electrical mismatches and degradation, such as poor soldering, cell cracks and fracture, 

broken interconnection ribbons, snail trails, and shunts. On the contrary to optical 
degradation, these faults are not always detectable by naked eye and, when they become 
visible, the consequent thermal degradation and power loss of the faulty PV module 
might already be critical. As an example, a cracked PV module can be determined by an 
I-V curve characteristic, presenting a drop of the current and, therefore, also a loss of 
power output. In an IR-T image, the faulty PV module shows a thermal pattern with 
hot spots corresponding to the cracked cells [14], [17]. Figure 1.10 shows a case of cell 
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cracks (left) with its corresponding thermal image (right) of an electrically mismatched 
PV module due to cells cracks. 

 

 
Figure 1.10 Cell cracks (left) and corresponding thermal image (right) of an electrically mismatched 
PV module due to cells cracks [18] with permission from John Tsanakas, Long Ha and Claudia 
Buerhop. 

 
As seen and effectively detected by thermal images, these types of faults lead to hot 
spot heating effects, which deteriorate electrical performance of the faulty PV modules. 
Regarding the hot spot heating effect, in “Faults and Infrared Thermographic Diagnosis 
in Operating c-Si Photovoltaic Modules: A Review of Research and Future Challenges 
[18]”, lead author A. Tsanakas states that : 
 

“It is existent when there is at least one solar cell, within an illuminated 
module, which presents a short-circuit current much smaller than the rest of 
the cells in the module. This occurs when the cell is totally or partially shaded, 
fractured, or electrically mismatched. In such cases, the defective cell is forced 
to pass a current higher than its generation capabilities, becomes reverse 
biased, enters the breakdown regime, and sinks power instead of sourcing it 
[18]”. 

 
C. Non-classified faults, such as PID, short-circuited bypass diodes and open-circuited 

submodule. The impact of these faults on the I-V curve characteristic and 
correspondent thermal pattern of faulty PV modules need further investigation and 
cannot really be judged and classified in a general category. On the other hand, in the 
case of PID, it is a fault mechanism that was recently discovered and still needs to be 
well understood. Furthermore, IR-T is not very suitable to detect PIDs in an 
illuminated PV array operating at MPP (EL can detect it with better accuracy) [14], [17]. 
For this reason, it has been decided that PID will not be analysed in this work. 

 
The following subsection corresponds to a brief overview of the IR-T diagnosis state-of-
the-art. 
 
1.4.2. IR-T diagnosis of PV modules 
IR-T is a contactless method to determine the temperature distribution on the surface of 
the observed object, by measuring the radiation intensity in the infrared region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. Major benefits of using IR-T for temperature distribution 
determination are fast detection, contactless methodology and relatively easy to use test 
method [19]. Quality thermographic images are a result of successful thermographic 
camera usage for which it is necessary to have a well-educated operator. 
 
The different infrared bands in the electromagnetic spectrum can be divided by 
wavelength in [20]:  
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• Near-infrared, NIR: 0.75-1 µm 
• Short-wave infrared, SWIR: 1-2.7 µm 
• Mid-wave infrared, MWIR: 3-5 µm 
• Long-wave infrared, LWIR: 8-14 µm 
• Ultralong-wave infrared, VLWIR: 14-30 µm 

 
As it is represented in Figure 1.11, most infrared cameras record radiation in long wave 
region from 7µm up to 14 µm. 
 

 
Figure 1.11 The infrared bands in the electromagnetic spectrum [20] with permission from Hrvoje Glavas 
and Daniel Mustran. 
 
The main reason for such technical solution of infrared cameras is that the Sun's impact is 
weakest in the declared area and the camera can be freely used during daytime. The second 
reason is because the atmosphere area possesses up to 25 % less radiation in the long-wave 
infrared compared to the mid-wave infrared area due to the content of water vapour and 
related attenuation [20]. 
 
An IR-T camera detects radiation and presents the amount of radiation in form of the 
apparent temperature. In the following case of a PV module on a rooftop, represented by  
Figure 1.12, the apparent temperature is determined by the reflected radiation of the 
surrounding environment (clouds or sky), the radiation from the roof, transmission 
through the observed object and radiation of the object (PV module) itself [20]. 
 

 
Figure 1.12 Impacts on PV apparent temperature [20] with permission from Hrvoje Glavas and Daniel 
Mustran. 
 
Aside from considering these impacts while using an IR-T camera, it is also required to 
adjust for the right expected emissivity of the PV module, reflected temperature, air 
temperature, humidity and distance, in order to get appropriate readings of the apparent 
temperature [20]. 
 
In particular, the emissivity of the surface of a material is its effectiveness in emitting 
energy as thermal radiation. Different materials have different thermal emissivities, for 
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example, the emissivity value for the front cover (glass) of a PV module is typically 0.85 
[9]. 
 
QE has gathered some important characteristics regarding the IR-T camera system for PV 
applications [21], mentioned in the following points. 
 
1. Detector resolution, the higher the resolution, the higher the cost of the camera. Pixels 

are the data acquisition points for thermal measurements, and these data are used to 
create a thermal image from the thermal profile. The more pixels and data points per 
investigated area, the more accurate the thermal interpretation and the higher the 
resolution of the image. High resolution is particularly important because it allows 
identification of smaller image details, which means more accurate temperature 
measurements for the same field of view. 
 

2. Noise equivalent temperature difference or thermal sensitivity is considered to be of 
great importance for the process of evaluating and comparing performances of thermal 
imagers, which are essentially non-contact temperature measurement devices. 
 

3. Accuracy, including tools for entering emissivity and reflected temperature values. 
These parameters, when have been correctly inserted, can produce accurate temperature 
measurements. 
 

4. Inter-compatibility of the generated photos. 
 

5. Screen resolution. 
 

6. Ergonomic features: 
• Weight 
• Battery 
• Interactive controls 

 
7. User Interface: 

• Report generation 
• Connectivity 

 
8. Warranty. 
 
Furthermore, there is a significant problem with the glass module cover in PV module 
thermographic analysis due to the fact that the surface is extremely reflective and behaves 
differently for different wavelengths [20]. In fact, there are different types of glass with 
different opacity for various wavelengths and most PV modules are made with a glass 
cover which minimalizes the opacity in the IR range, enabling heat to escape. 
 
Due to aforementioned, it is suggested  that the viewing angle of the PV module by the 
IR-T camera is between 5° and 60°, where 0° is perpendicular to the PV module plane 
[20]. The green area is more suitable for taking images with infrared thermal camera, as 
illustrated by Figure 1.13. 
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Figure 1.13 Preferable angle for taking readings [20] with permission from Hrvoje Glavas and Daniel 
Mustran. 
 
1.4.3. Fault classification on IR-T, I-V and electrical degradation 
As more and more PV plants are installed and the existing PV modules age further, which 
means that more faults are appearing, combined with the fact that IR-T measurement 
equipment has become more available for PV inspection applications in terms of cost and 
usability, the scientific production in this research field was dramatically increased through 
the last five years [18]. Recent studies focused not only on improving the already 
developed concept but also on [18]: 
 
• Better understanding of the degradation/ageing mechanisms and their impact on the 

thermal behaviour of PV modules. 
 

• Classification of different fault types by correlating their thermal signature with the I-V 
characteristics. 
 

• Implementation of wide-areas measurement applications of IR-T for large-scale PV 
plants. 
 

• Eliminating sources of measurement errors or uncertainties, understanding all 
characteristics of IR-T measurements and developing standards and technical 
specifications. 

 
Experimental results and observations presented in several recent studies focused on the 
need for better understanding of the degradation/ageing mechanisms and their 
interrelation with the resultant thermal signatures of PV modules, obtained by field IR-T 
measurements. The classification of different fault types by correlating their thermal 
signature with the I-V characteristics is important for assessing the expected power output 
losses and scheduling the needed maintenance actions to prevent future failures or even 
safety risks of the PV system [22].  
 
The following table in Figure 1.14 has been made by John Tsanakas, Long Ha and Claudia 
Buerhop in detail from literature review and experiences on IR-T and I-V measurements 
of defective modules, where typical correlations between each fault type and the resultant 
IR-T pattern, I-V pattern and electrical degradation are summarized [18]. 
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Figure 1.14 Fault classification on IR-T, I-V and electrical degradation table [18] with permission from 
John Tsanakas, Long Ha and Claudia Buerhop. 
 
As it is reported by Tsanakas et al. [18], the evolution of the electrical degradation, 
assigned to each fault type and thermal pattern, refers to the parameters of power output, 
short-circuit current (Isc), open-circuit voltage (Voc), current at the MPP (IMPP), voltage at 
the MPP (VMPP) and fill factor. Such a table can be used as a reference for ongoing or 
future experimental studies based on thermal pattern and I-V characteristics recognition 
and correlation. 
 
1.4.4. Fault types in PV modules identified by drones 
There are many types of faults that can be identified through a thermal survey inspection 
and each of them has a unique indication in the thermal picture taken by drone. In the case 
there is a faulty PV module, the warm areas will show up clearly in the thermal image 
(lighter colour). Depending on the shape and location, these hot spots and areas can 
indicate different type of faults. 
 
The main thermal abnormalities in PV power plants that can be detected by IR-T 
diagnosis are [14], [17]:  
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a. Heated bypass diodes inside the PV module junction box. 
b. Defective PV module. 
c. Hot cells formally named as hot spots by 

• Breakage of front glazing 
• External shading 
• Internal cell problems 

d. Entirely heated string made of several PV modules. 
 

1.4.5. Previous knowledge of QE 
As a matter of real interest for QE in the UAV methodology to perform IR-T inspections 
in large PV plants, they have also been investigating this innovative technique and have 
come up with several conclusions, described as follows. 
 
Drones offer easy deployment compared to the alternatives of an on-ground 
thermographic inspection or an invasive (mobile) lab test. The integration of GPS 
technology has made drones accurate and precise, which can be equipped with a high 
resolution normal visible spectrum camera, a thermal camera and a pyranometer. 
Moreover, the drone camera has at least twice the resolution of a hand camera [24]. 
 
QE believes that some pros of using drones are [24]: 
 
• Before investing in expensive non-aerial technology tests, for example carried out in 

laboratories, that will serve as proof in a notice of defect, a good quality thermographic 
inspection by a drone will help identify which panels to investigate. 

 
• When there are physical limitations to do thermographic inspections on-ground, a 

drone inspection is the only alternative. 
 
• The use of drones is faster than on-ground thermography. This is especially helpful in 

the UK where clear skies are uncommon. 
 

• The use of a pyranometer on the drone, in combination with the GPS-guidance, allows 
to normalize the results and improves the process of comparing modules. 
 

• Drones are guided by GPS based on the AutoCAD drawings of the site. This means 
that their reports can identify the exact position of faulty panels. 
 

• A video recording of the site, which is a useful reference for land condition and the 
state of the perimeter. It may also be useful to use segments of the recordings for 
marketing purposes. 

 
Whereas some cons of using drones are [24]: 
 
• Drones will not help to claim a warranty. PV module manufacturers require a dedicated 

report and either EL images or I-V curves for a claim to be considered. 
 

• Due to the UK weather, it is sometimes difficult to plan ahead a drone inspection. 
Thereby, a local drone operator would be required at every solar plant, which means 
extra cost. 
 

• PID identification by drone-based thermographic cameras will not be effective as they 
cannot identify clearly where PID has been mitigated. 
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In terms of cost assessment, QE contacted a company that offers drones services in order 
to have an idea about prices. Table 1.4 shows different costs which are related to perform 
a complete drone service for large PV plants. 
 
Table 1.4 Different costs related to drone service [24]. 

Typical drone for PV applications (£) 15000 
Drone survey per MW (£) 350-400 

Number of surveys per year 50 
Survey cost (£) 150 

Battery cost per survey (£) 60 
2 qualified operators per survey (£) 700 

Insurance and mileage cost per survey (£) 1000 
Global drone survey service per MW (£) 1500-2000 

 
From this table, it can be concluded that: 
 
• The main cost drivers are for the equipment, labour, travel, report analysis and normal 

business costs.  
 

• A drone survey can cost £350-400/MW peak of installed capacity. A typical drone for 
this application can cost £15000 including its cameras, pyranometers and other features. 
They are usually replaced every two years and carry out 50 surveys per annum which 
means that they cost £150 per survey. 
 

• Each drone needs a set of batteries and the estimated additional cost of these per 
survey is estimated to be £60. 
 

• Two qualified operators will cost £700/survey. 
 

• Insurance, mileage and related costs will bring the cost to over £1000/survey. 
 

• It is estimated that each survey should not cost more than £1500-2000/MW. 
 

QE thinks that a drone service is an attractive and solid product that is likely to become a 
common practice and a potential reference in the solar market. The thermographic 
inspection of PV systems with drones allows the fast identification of potential defects at 
cell and module level. Although an effective assessment of a PV plant will require further 
analysis in order to complete the drone thermographic report as well as significant 
management follow-up for the exercise to create real value for the owner [24]. 
 
Regarding the cost, QE considers that the cost per MW peak of installed capacity is still 
expensive. In contrast, other expensive non-drone-based competitors are very well 
established in the market. Their expertise and established reputation in the UK and 
proactivity to directly intervene in claims have made them a preferred solution for some 
other clients despite a higher price [24]. Despite this fact, QE will soon implement in-
house drone survey services as part of the site inspection services as they believe it is more 
cost-effective than a non-drone-based service. 
 
1.4.6. Composition of the Quintas Energy Drone Team 
The composition of the Quintas Energy Drone Team is made of internal personnel who 
are employed by QE, and external personnel who are hired for their specialist knowledge 
when required. The whole team is divided as follows: 
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1. Senior Management Team, made up of internal personnel who are based in Seville. 
They are very interested in drone survey services and it was their idea to start this 
project. 

 
2. Back Office Team (BOT), made up of more than 30 internal personnel who are based 

in Seville. 
 
3. Software Support and Development Team, made up of both internal and external 

personnel who are based in Seville. 
 
4. Flying and Data Acquisition Team, made up of both internal and external personnel 

who are based in the UK. At the same time, this team consist of: 
 
a. Chief Pilot and Accountable Manager (internal personnel) 
b. Camera and Gimbal Operator (internal personnel) 
c. Secondary and Spare Pilot (internal personnel) 
d. Drone and Camera System Instructor (external personnel) 
e. Specialist Thermal Camera Operator and Technician (external personnel) 

  
Each team is responsible for their part of the process, which is discussed later on. 
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2 Experimental setup 
The process of carrying out IR-T inspections with drone of large-scale PV plants should 
be done by qualified personnel using a sophisticated UAV, IR-T camera and special 
analysis software. In addition to the ability of the flight planner to fly drones, the personnel 
should have detailed knowledge of thermal imaging techniques, PV system behaviour and 
module design. Therefore, QE has trained their employees to successfully proceed with it. 
 
For efficient IR-T inspections of large-scale PV installations with a high number of 
modules, the application of IR-T software for PC in the office is recommended. Normally, 
the software is strictly linked to the camera’s manufacturer and its unique IR-T file format. 
 
In general terms, the used methodology for such IR-T inspections can be divided into 4 
different points: preparation, inspection, analysis, and report. 
 

 Preparation 
Starting with the PV plant location details, the flight planner makes an initial assessment of 
the site from an operational, safety and airspace legality perspective. This includes not only 
the verification of authorizations to be able to fly the drone, but also checking overhead 
power lines, public footpaths and radio frequency interference, to prevent any undesirable 
errors [9]. Then, using a georeferenced AutoCAD drawing, the inspection flight plan can 
be performed. 
 
Depending on the PV plant size, the site is broken down into a series of flight zones, 
which are sized in line with the drone battery endurance for the expected ambient 
temperature at the time of the survey and ensuring 100% solar module coverage. The 
flight zone programme is previously studied and planned, which controls the drones flight 
route, speed and height, optimised for the specific site and solar module layout [9]. 
 

 Inspection 
The day of the inspection is very much dependant on suitable weather condition, with 
specific attention to the levels of irradiance and cloud cover. Multiple sources of weather 
data are monitored for the optimal day to be selected. Thereby, on the day of the 
inspection, the drone operator receives information about the site weather condition and 
carries out an onsite risk assessment before commencing any inspection works. 
 
The key focus on the inspection day is to collect the highest quality data in the best 
possible conditions. The drone operator operates the drone around any unexpected cloud 
cover and regularly monitors the irradiance to ensure data is collected in the best way. The 
irradiance data (Em), in W/m2, is captured by the UAV throughout the flight and the 
software corrects this measured irradiance reading to the angle of the module plane to give 
the corrected irradiance (Ec) [9]. The date, time and exact position of the defected PV 
module are also provided by the software (the type of software is explained in Section 2.6, 
Equipment used overview). 
 
Figure 2.1 shows an example of the measurement of Em and Ec, with the time and 
location of an affected PV module during a flight inspection. The mentioned affected PV 
module is highlighted in yellow and encircled in red, while the arrow is pointing out the 
black dot also encircled in red, which shows the exact position from where the drone 
detected this faulty PV module. 
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Figure 2.1 Em, Ec, time and exact position of a defected PV module. Reprinted from [9]. 
 
The location of the defect is recorded on the solar plant layout and, together with the 
corrected irradiance reading captured during the inspection, saved to the QE database.  
 
The UAV system collects 2 sets of data:  
a. High resolution thermographic video. 
b. Georeferenced irradiance data throughout the inspection flights.  
 

 Analysis 
The post flight processing is carried out by the analyst team and is an office-based activity. 
The inspection data sets are loaded to the QE servers and the footage reviewed for 
thermal anomalies. 
 
In the analysis, firstly, IR-T images must be sorted and matched to the location (thanks to 
the GPS built into the drone), especially according to the string layout. If every PV module 
can clearly be identified from the IR-T image, the qualitative analysis can start. Within the 
qualitative analysis, the images are scanned for thermal patterns showing known module 
defects, such as hot spots. 
 
As soon as a thermal anomaly is identified, the maximum temperature of the defect 
together with the average temperature of the affected PV module are measured using 
special radiometric analysis software.  
 
With the subtraction between the maximum temperature and the average temperature, the 
temperature gradient (ΔTm) is calculated for each defect [9]. Figure 2.2 shows an example 
of the measurement of the maximum temperature of a defect (53.1 ºC), the average (or 
reference) temperature of the affected PV module (40.8 ºC), and the correspondent ΔTm 
(12.3 ºC). As a rule of thumb, if ΔTm ≥ 10 ºC, it is considered a hot spot [9]. 
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Figure 2.2 Maximum temperature of a defect, average temperature of the PV module and ΔTm. Reprinted 
from [9]. 
 
The following table in Figure 2.3 was shown by James Hoare in his presentation on “UAV 
IR Drone” to QE, which explains the main different types of anomalies that can be found 
during the flight inspection, with their representative pictures and correspondent 
meanings. 
 

 

 

 
Figure 2.3 Anomaly category table [9] with permission from James Hoare. 
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For a non-defective PV module, its temperature should be relatively uniform, with no 
areas of significant temperature difference. Although, as it has already seen previously, it is 
important to mention that the PV module will be warmer around the junction box in 
comparison to the rest, since there is more current concentration in this area and heat does 
not dissipate so well to the surrounding environment. 
 
A thermographic image with abnormalities should show at minimum one whole module, 
pointing out the position of the junction box and the lower edge within the installation [9]. 
Additional thermographic images of detailed views may be added for further clarification.  
 
The following details should be given from every thermographic image with anomalies [9]: 
 
a. Date and time of taking the thermographic image. 
b. Exact description of the object. 
c. Exact description of the location in the PV plant layout, which allows the customer the 

clear identification of the abnormality. 
d. In case that immediate action is required, a significant photography of the detail of the 

thermographic image should be provided. 
e. Temperature difference between the thermal irregular spot and the regular spot. 
f. Conclusions and recommendations for further actions.  
 

 Examples of typical anomalies 
Here are shown some examples of typical anomalies that have been found out in other 
inspection, which they should be taken into consideration during this work. 
 
Figure 2.4 shows the anomaly of weed growth on a PV panel, which is shading the panel 
and, thus, heating the cells. In the right IR-T image, it can be appreciated that the 
measurement of the maximum temperature of this defect is 83.9 ºC, the average (or 
reference) temperature of the affected PV module is 26.1 ºC, and the correspondent ΔTm 
is 57.8 ºC. In this case, the weed must be removed to avoid shading on the panels. 
 

 
Figure 2.4 Anomaly of weed growth [9] with permission from James Hoare. 
 
Figure 2.5 shows sun reflection on the PV modules (left image) and cloud reflection on the 
PV modules (right image). While analysing the image/video taken by the drone, this type 
of thermal reflections on the PV modules, which may distort the evaluation of the IR-T 
images, should not make confusion and lead to think that some cells are warmer than the 
ΔTm.  
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Figure 2.5 Anomaly of sun or cloud reflection [9] with permission from James Hoare. 
 
Figure 2.6 shows the anomaly of soling by dirt deposition on the lower frame edge of a PV 
panel (left image) and its associated IR-T image (right image), where it is pointed out the 
warmer area due to this dirt deposition. 
 

 
Figure 2.6 Anomaly of soiling by dirt deposition [9] with permission from James Hoare. 
 
Figure 2.7 shows another type of soiling on the PV panels caused by bird droppings, which 
causes hot spots. 
 

 
Figure 2.7 Anomaly of soiling by bird droppings [9] with permission from James Hoare. 
 
To prevent any kind of soiling, PV modules must be cleaned periodically and accordingly. 
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 Report 
At the end of the process, all data obtained by the drone is quality checked and, after their 
analysis through the software as explained before, a report will be created and deliver to 
the client.  
 
The purpose of the report is to provide accurate information, principally for client 
information on: 
 
• The state of all PV modules of the plan.  
• To review impact of the O&M contractor performance. 
• To review future acquisitions. 
 
So far, no report has been delivered yet to the client due to the fact that QE is still under 
the process of improving the quality of the data taken by the IR-T camera installed on the 
drone and, subsequently, their analysis through the software. However, some key points 
have already been internally discussed to be included in such reports, which are as follows. 
 
The inspection report should contain the following information [24]: 
 
a. Contact of the flight planner or drone operator, thermographer and all the attending 

persons. 

b. Type of the UAV system included the IR-T incorporated on the drone. 

c. Date and time of the inspection. 

d. Location of the inspection. 

e. Aim of inspection. 

f. Environmental conditions:  
1. Atmospheric air temperature in °C. 
2. Wind speed in Beaufort or m/s and direction. 
3. Cloud coverage in okta and type. 
4. Irradiance in plane of module in W/m². 
5. Efficiency of module. 

g. Soiling of PV modules with photos as evidence. 

h. Scope of inspection as contracted (with designation of the model of components). 

i. List of all inspected components. 

j. Type of mounting of the modules (azimuth and tilt). 

k. Description of the inspection procedure. 

l. Listing of all the identified thermal noticeable spots, with identification of their position 
inside the PV plant layout. 

 

m. For the affected PV modules, always 4 concepts should be stated:  
1. Serial number. 
2. X-Y coordinates with clear identification of column and row within the table (or 

array). The way to identify the column and row is explain later with an example. 
3. Marking and saving in the system documentation. 
4. Permanent marking of the PV module on site, for possible visual inspection 
5. Recommended actions. 

n. Summary of the results 

o. Conclusions and recommendation for the next periodic inspection. 
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The following 3 subsections are giving an overview of the equipment used, measurement 
conditions and inspected PV site. 
 

 Equipment used overview 
In this section, all used equipment is described, like the hardware and software details of 
such drones, as well as the significant thermal camera incorporated on it. 
 
The aerial inspection measurement is performed using an UAV system. To proceed with 
this technique, QE acquired a hexacopter drone type DJI Matrice 600, equipped with 6 
propellers, which provide a flight autonomy up to 40 minutes and a long transmission 
range up to 5 km [25]. Figure 2.8 show the UAV drone acquired by QE. 
 

 
Figure 2.8 DJI Matrice 600 drone [9] with permission from James Hoare. 
 
The main specifications of the drone DJI Matrice 600 are shown in the Appendix 7.1. 
 
This drone contains 3 sensors with triple modular redundancy and diagnostic algorithms to 
guarantee that the drone flies exactly as expected by the flight operator, GPS, remote 
controller and an HD image transmission for precise image and video recording. 
Moreover, it uses 6 small smart batteries with a customized power management system, 
which allows to keep the system in flight in case one of the batteries fails, as well as 
checking their status in real time during the flight [25]. 
 
The UAV is configured for thermographic purposes. A thermal camera is incorporated on 
the drone in order to properly carry out the required IR-T inspections. The type is 
Workswell WIRIS Mini, which is a thermal imaging system designed for commercial 
drones, supplied with a resolution of 384×288 pixels [27]. It is currently the most state-of-
the-art thermal imaging system designed for commercial drones. It is a compact system 
that combines a thermal camera, a digital camera (set to a visible spectrum) and a 
processor unit that is able to record radiometric data and output it to a digital HDMI port, 
all in one case [9]. The final images can be stored in the file format of JPEG either in the 
internal memory or on an external micro SD card. In the case of GPS connection, the 
GPS coordinates are saved to individual images [27]. 
 
The major advantage of this system is the wide scope of control in real time, with the 
option of setting series of remote configurations and parameters which include emissivity, 
reflected temperature, temperature range, palette, zoom, etc. It has a high precision of 
measurement, with an accuracy of ±3 °C [27]. As a result of this parameter, this thermal 
camera is suitable for metrologically demanding applications such as inspection of large PV 
plants. Figure 2.9 shows the thermal system incorporated in the DJI Matrice 600 drone. 
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Figure 2.9 Workswell WIRIS Mini thermal system. Reprinted from [9]. 
 
The main specifications of the Workswell WIRIS Mini thermal camera are shown in the 
Appendix 7.2. All these technical characteristics of the used IR-T camera are in line with 
Table 1.2, stated in “Requirements for IR-T cameras”. 
 
QE also acquired a smaller quadcopter drone to be used only for mapping purposes (in 
order to know the exact location of the fault within the entire PV plant), type DJI 
Phantom 4 Pro, equipped with 4 propellers, which provide a flight autonomy up to 30 
minutes [28]. Figure 2.10 shows the mapping drone model acquired by QE and its remote 
control. 
 

 
Figure 2.10 DJI Phantom 4 Pro drone [9] with permission from James Hoare. 
 
The main specifications of the drone DJI Phantom 4 Pro are shown in the Appendix 7.3. 
 
The flight autonomy is extended with additional sensors and infrared detection to protect 
the drone from crashing with obstacles. The remote control uses a video transmission 
system that supports high-resistance frequencies to avoid interference with a maximum 
transmission range of 7 km [29]. 
 
In terms of software, ThermoFormat and CorePlayer are used for bulk editing, exporting 
captured images, analysing them and creating reports [9]. Both of them are explained as 
follows.  
 
CorePlayer software is designed for detailed analysis of thermography images and 
radiometric videos produced by the Workswell WIRIS Mini thermal camera. It enables to 
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edit the acquired data, export it to other formats and create self-contained reports. All 
common functions are available in the software for the analysis of radiometric data, as well 
as the usual functions which are commented below. When connecting the thermal camera 
through USB or the Ethernet, it is possible to parameterize the camera, set the parameters 
for measurement and perform on-line measurement, including recording data in the form 
of individual images and radiometric video [30]. The basic functions of this software are 
the following [30]: 
 
• Setting the measuring parameters for image and radiometric video, such as emissivity, 

reflected apparent temperature, and atmospheric parameters. 
 

• Editing of radiometric images (thermograms), adding measuring functions into the 
image, changing the palette, changing the temperature range, activation / deactivation 
of alarm, etc. 
 

• Insertion of measuring functions: measuring of temperature in the point, minimum and 
maximum in the area, polygonal and triangle area, temperature profile and other 
functions. 
 

• Display of GPS coordinates on the map and in the case of radiometric video, the 
display of the GPS position of individual images and the whole trajectory. 
 

• Creation of PDF report on measurements from acquired images. 
 

• Export of images from digital camera (Workswell WIRIS). 
 

• Export of radiometric data into Microsoft Excel (CSV file). 
 

• Display of graph with the development of temperature at the time in the stated point 
(for radiometric sequence). 
 

• Export of radiometric sequence into video format. 
 
ThermoFormat software is designated for mass editing of measured data. This software 
can be used to set the temperature range, emissivity, palette or other parameters for a large 
number of thermograms produced by the Workswell WIRIS system. In fact, it is the most 
frequently used for mass editing of thermograms produced by thermo-vision system for 
drones, and mainly used for thermography and creation of 3D models [31]. If it is required 
to change the colour palette, emissivity or temperature scale in all the recorded 
thermogram, the ThermoFormat will save a lot of time as it can perform all of these 
functions [9]. 
 
Figure 2.11 shows all the QE equipment together before carrying out an IR-T inspection 
on site. 
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Figure 2.11 All QE equipment together [9] with permission from James Hoare. 
 

 Measurement conditions overview 
The aerial thermographic inspection of the solar farm was conducted on July 6, 2018. The 
weather conditions on the day were very good, with no cloud cover at all and low wind 
speeds which are very favourable for a thermal survey. The flight operator also made sure 
that soiling on the PV panels was low and no shading at all on them, to prevent any 
possible thermal effect. 
 
According to IEC 62446-1:2016, for an IR-T camera inspection, the PV array should be 
working in the normal operation conditions, with inverters at maximum power point 
tracking. Irradiance on the plane of the array should ideally be relatively constant and more 
than 600 W/m2, low wind speed (v < 8 m/s) and stable sky conditions to ensure that there 
is sufficient current to make noticeable temperature differences [32] and, thus, to be able 
to detect the thermal anomalies of PV modules. 
 
Figure 2.12 shows the graph that represents the irradiance on the plane of array values 
throughout the inspection day on July 6, 2018. These data were taken from a land-based 
measurement, i.e. from the pyranometer installed in the PV plant that is at the same 
inclination of the PV modules’ tilt angle (20º). Such device has a high precision of 
measurement, with an accuracy of ±2 °C [21]. The inspection of the whole PV plant was 
carried out within the frame marked by the blue rectangle, from 11:00 to 16:00, where the 
irradiance on the plane of array values were more than 600 W/m2, which is in line with 
Table 1.3, stated in “Requirements for environmental conditions”. On the other hand, it 
should be noted that the measuring intervals of the graph data points are 15 minutes, the 
same for the coming 2 graphs in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14. 
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Figure 2.12 Irradiance on the plane of the array during the inspection day [21]. 
 
Figure 2.13 shows the graph that represents the wind speed throughout the inspection day 
on July 6, 2018. These data were taken from a land-based measurement, i.e. from the 
anemometer installed in the PV plant. Such device has a high precision of measurement, 
with an accuracy of ±3 °C [21]. From this figure, it can be seen that the wind speed was 
below than 2.5 m/s during the whole inspection day, which is in line with Table 1.3, stated 
in “Requirements for environmental conditions”. 
 

 
Figure 2.13 Wind speed during the inspection day [27]. 
 
Figure 2.14 shows the graph that represents the ambient temperature as well as the PV 
array temperature throughout the inspection day on July 6, 2018. These data were taken 
from a land-based measurement, i.e. from the temperature sensor installed in the PV plant 
to measure the ambient temperature and from the temperature sensor installed on the back 
of a PV module to measure the PV array temperature. Such devices have a high precision 
of measurement, with an accuracy of ±1.5 °C [21]. From this figure, it can be appreciated 
that the ambient temperature varies between 15 ºC and 25 ºC. On the contrary, the PV 
array temperature varies quite dramatically on the daily basis, which means that a standard 
absolute temperature for identifying anomalies is not particularly useful. Moreover, it is 
important to see how warm solar cell gets, since the maximum PV array temperature 
reaches 52.5 ºC at 13:30, whereas the ambient temperature is almost half at that time. 
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Figure 2.14 Ambient temperature and PV array temperature during the inspection day [21]. 
 
Generally, a PV module takes between 5 to 15 minutes to thermally stabilize and adapt to 
new environmental conditions, such as change of global irradiation intensity, temperature, 
or wind speed [9]. Although the wind was always at variation during the whole inspection, 
it was assumed that all weather variations were slower than the thermal time constant of 
the PV module. What is most important is the temperature difference between the hot 
spot and the normally operating array. It should be noted that the PV array temperature is 
a function of irradiance, wind speed, and ambient temperature, which vary significantly 
throughout the daylight hours, as shown in the previous graph. 
 

 Overview of the inspected PV installation 
After QE acquired the aforementioned UAV system, they trained their site operators to 
correctly perform drone inspections in large-scale PV plants.  
 
Once the site operators were trained enough and felt confident to start this job, the first 
inspected installation compromised a grid-connected PV system constructed in the South 
West of England. As requested by QE, the exact name and location of this PV plant is not 
specified in this report due to confidentiality reasons. Table 2.1 shows the technical 
specification of the inspected PV plant. 
 
Table 2.1 Technical specifications of the inspected PV plant [21]. 

Peak power capacity (kW) 4050 
Site area (m2) 128600 

Number of tables 368 
Table configuration 4x12 and 4x6 (landscape) 

Number of PV modules 16200 
PV modules (Renesola) 16200 x JC250M-24/Bb (250 W) 

Tilt angle (º) 20 
 Azimuth (º) 0 (facing South) 

Shading angle (º) 20 
Row spacing or pitch (m) 6.20 and 6.85 

 
The PV system consists of 16200 polycrystalline silicon PV modules, type Renesola 
JC250M-24/Bb (datasheet in the Appendix 7.6), where each of the total 675 strings 
contains 24 PV modules connected in series, providing a total installed power of 4.05 MW. 
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The concept of shading angle is explained in detail in the Appendix 7.4. The layout of the 
inspected PV plant is shown in Figure 2.15. 
 

 
Figure 2.15 Inspected PV plant layout [21]. 
 
The site consists of two separate fields. For the drone inspection, it is important to 
mention that there are no overhead power lines at either field. The field to the right is the 
larger, eastern field sloping gently downwards from its northern entrance to the southern 
end. It also slopes gently downwards from its eastern side to its western side. There is one 
8 m high tree located in the centre of larger field, which contains no features of 
significance. The field in the left is the smaller, western field, the principal features of 
which are [21]: 
 
• A depression of approximately 3 m depth running from its northern end and curving 

towards the western boundary. 
• Three trees, each 14 m high, in the southern half of the field. Appropriate siting of PV 

modules has prevented shading from these trees. 
 
In the northern hemisphere, the maximum annual irradiation is generally achieved on 
south-facing surfaces inclined at an angle that varies with geographic latitude. For this PV 
plant, the optimum orientation (azimuth) is 0º, due South. A tilt angle of 20º, which is in 
line with standard solar engineering practice in the UK, was considered reasonable in order 
to reduce the plant’s footprint, since the system is located in the middle of an agricultural 
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land, and total shading losses whilst optimising the total annual irradiation on the surface 
of PV modules. 
 
The pitch (inter-row distance) is 6.20 m in the eastern part of the site and 6.85 m in the 
western part of the site (due to slopes of 4.4º and 2.2º, respectively) [21]. Good design 
practice is based on no inter-row shading at noon on the winter solstice. Figure 2.16 shows 
the East and West area structures of the PV site. 
 

 
Figure 2.16 East and West area structures [21]. 
 
According to the standard solar engineering practice in the UK, the shading angle in line 
with this design is 16º for this site location [33]. It was clarified that the shading angle is 
the sun elevation angle below which one module row will be shaded by the module row in 
front i.e. the angle between the bottom of a module row and the top of the module row in 
front of it. The proposed shading angle is lower than 16º. Thereby, it was expected that 
there would be increased losses due to inter-row shading, especially during winter months. 
Nonetheless, 20º shading angle was considered suitable to reduce shading losses whilst 
maximising the use of the available area. The layout utilises the majority of the site area 
available whilst respecting appropriate set-back distances to avoid shading from nearby 
trees, hedgerows and overhead power lines [21]. 
 

 Flight path of the drone 
A video with thermal imaging was recorded for the duration of the flight, with the camera 
facing the solar panels at an adjustable angle in order to avoid sun reflection. The solar 
farm was scanned by the drone from east to west, starting from the north part of the 
installation, as shown in the following Figure 2.17 (from the area A to R). 
 
The drone does not have the endurance to fly the whole site in one go since its battery life 
is not enough. For this reason, the site was divided into smalls sections. The cameras 
record the GPS coordinates of the flight from the drone’s navigation data, so the BOT 
could see where the drone flew and overlay that into the as built drawings and Google 
Earth images. If the client requested it, they could then overlay the string map, to get the 
string numbers of damaged panels. 
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Figure 2.17 Flight path of the drone [21]. 
 
It was needed to find a flight altitude and speed which covered the rows quickly enough to 
get the job done, but not so fast that the BOT could not read the data. The height was 
crucial as it was required to be low enough to identify all the defects, but high enough to 
cover several rows at a time. Therefore, the altitude was set at 50 m and the drone speed 
was no more than 8 km/h during the whole inspection. 
 
The height has to be adjusted on each site due to the array set-up. For example, in other 
sites, some sites have 3 PV modules on each row, others have 4 PV modules, and some 
sites the PV modules are in landscape orientation, whereas others portrait configuration. 
Moreover, there are also differences in inter-row distances, thus, it was necessary to 
account for that by altering the mission height. 
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3 Analysis and results 
It has already been established the theoretical background of a scientific basis for the 
interpretation of thermographic images taken by drones. In particular, regarding the 
influence of thermographic irregularities, which are negatively influence the energy yield of 
PV plants. Furthermore, the experimental setup of the process of carrying out IR-T 
inspections with drones of large-scale PV plants by QE has been detailed. After that, in 
this chapter, the results of the IR-T inspections from the afore-mentioned PV plant are 
analysed. 
 
During the drone flight, all IR-T data taken of the inspected PV plant situated in the UK 
was sent to the technical office based in Seville, where it was saved, analysed, and will be 
converted into a report for the client’s review. To recapitulate, the main steps to follow up 
from the drone flight to the report creation are cited below. 
 
1. Download data from the WIRIS IR-T camera, incorporated on the drone, to an USB 

(data acquisition in the UK). 
2. Send raw data, radiometric/thermal/HD video to the BOT in Seville. 
3. Load data files onto the QE data server. 
4. Load files into the Coreplayer software. 
5. Review files and set them up for reporting. 
6. Convert relevant images from the video and save them as radiometric jpegs. 
7. Annotate images. 
8. Write conclusions. 
9. A report is created by the BOT. 
10.  The report goes to the Senior Management Team to look at and check. If everything is 

correct, the report will be sent to the client. On the other hand, if adjustments were 
needed, the report would go back to the BOT to be corrected, then re-sent to the 
Senior Management Team until everything is correct. 

 
The flight operator scanned each PV module in the array (or table) in question, paying 
particular attention to the blocking diodes, junction boxes, electrical connections, or any 
specifically identified array problem that exhibits a discernible temperature difference from 
its immediate surroundings. When scanning from the front of an array, the thermal camera 
and drone should not cast shadows on the area under investigation. 
 
After the flight operator finished his job, IR-T data was sent to the Seville technical office, 
where each frame from the output video (corresponding from the area A to R, shown in 
the layout of Figure 2.17) made by the thermal camera was thoroughly examined.  
 
As it has been explained in the theoretical background, there are many types of faults that 
can be identified through a thermal survey inspection and each of them has a unique 
indication in the thermal picture. Moreover, depending on the shape and location, these 
hot spots and areas can indicate different type of faults. 
 
In order to be able to differentiate and analyse the faults in the thermal pictures, it was 
necessary to alter or adapt some features that are provided by the IR-T software. For 
example, the emissivity correction of the employed thermal camera was set to 0.85, which 
is a typical value for the PV tempered glass (front cover of a PV module) [9], also validated 
by on-site calibration. Other features that were also altered are the colour palette, 
temperature range and zoom. These all features can be adjusted afterwards but the 
coverage size of the captured image (or video) cannot be altered once taken. 
 
After all these features were well adjusted, some faulty PV modules were identified from 
the output video since warm areas showed up clearly in the thermal images. The warmer 
areas are represented by lighter yellow colour, since this colour was set to correspond to 
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the higher temperature as it can be seen in the colourful temperature scale of Figure 3.2, 
placed in the right of the thermal image. It should be remembered, as already seen in 
Figure 2.5, that sun and cloud reflections on the PV modules do not have to let analysts 
distort the evaluation of the IR-T images. This is one of the reasons why this technical job 
needs well educated and trained personnel. 
 
In the end, from the output video, relevant images of those depicting faults were exported 
and analysed through the software. All these relevant images have been included and 
discussed in this work. 
 
In the next section, it is explained the convention that QE has decided to identify the 
location of each fault within the PV plant layout. 
 

 QE convention for fault identification 
The exact location of each fault down to the individual PV module within the array has 
been marked as in the following manner. Besides the row and string numbers, the defected 
PV modules in each array have been assigned to a column number, starting from the left 
(west) side, and a row letter, with the lower one being A. 
 
The following sketch in Figure 3.1 is the example corresponding to Fault 1, where the 
marked faulty PV module has been marked in red within the array and assigned the 
identification to cell number 7C in array 1. 
 

 
Figure 3.1 Fault 1 assigned to 7C [21]. 
 
The representation of this Fault 1 within the PV plant layout is shown in Figure 3.2. 
 
As it can be seen in the Appendix 7.2, the specifications of the thermal camera used in this 
inspection show a temperature sensitivity of 0.5 ºC and an accuracy of ±3 ºC, within the 
spectral range 8-14 µm. Additionally, the flight operator confirmed that the thermal camera 
was well calibrated. From these specifications, it has been assumed to have achieved 
reliable data of the following thermal images. 
 

 The identified fault types 
In the following sections, it is shown the corresponding thermal images to the different 
identified fault types in this inspection, such as bypass diode, cell, string and hot spots. 
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3.2.1. Bypass diode fault type 
 
Figure 3.2 shows the identification of Fault 1 to cell number 7C in array 1 within the PV 
plant layout. This fault type is discussed in Chapter 4, Discussion, same for the others 
faults identified in Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. 
 

 
Figure 3.2 Identification of Fault 1 to 7C [34] with permission from Anthony Jones. 
 
In total, 19 faults were identified in the entire PV plant, included the already mentioned 
Fault 1. Table 3.1 classifies each of the 19 faults by their corresponding row, string, 
position and fault type. 
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Table 3.1 Fault summary. 

Fault Row String Position Fault type 
1 1 01.01.01 7C Bypass diode 
2 15 01.10.12 61A Cell 
3 18 01.12.16 41A Cell 
4 41 02.10.05 16A Cell 
5 53 03.02.04 3A Cell 
6 55 03.02.07 1D Cell 
7 56 03.03.12 1A Cell 
8 57 03.03.04 8B Cell 
9 58 03.03.06 2A Cell 
10 58 03.03.06 4A Cell 
11 60 03.04.01 1A Bypass diode 
12 69 03.08.12 13-36A String 
13 69 03.08.10 31C Bypass diode 
14 73 03.10.03 10D Hot spots 
15 91 04.07.10 12D Hot spots 
16 83 04.05.07 5A Bypass diode 
17 94 04.08.05 13D Hot spots 
18 107 03.11.12 36C Hot spots 
19 107 03.11.13 35B Hot spots 

 
From this fault summary table, it can be seen that, apart from the bypass diode fault type, 
there have also been identified hot spots, string and cells fault types.  
 
As follows, it is shown examples of the representation of each of these fault types within 
the PV plant layout. Firstly, it has been decided to take Faults 5, 6 and 7 to explain the cells 
faults. Secondly, Fault 12 for the string fault and, finally, Fault 17 for hot spots fault. How 
these faults were identified, with their typical root cause and suggested recommended 
actions are explained in Chapter 4, Discussion. 
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3.2.2. Cell fault type 
Figure 3.3 shows the identification of Faults 5, 6 and 7 to cell number 3A in array 53, cell 
number 1D in array 55, and cell number 1A in array 56, respectively, within the PV plant 
layout. 
 

 
Figure 3.3 Identification of Faults 5, 6 and 7 to 3A, 1D and 1A, respectively [34] with permission from 
Anthony Jones. 
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3.2.3. String fault type 
Figure 3.4 shows the identification of Fault 12 to cells number 13 to 36A in array 69 within 
the PV plant layout. 
 

 
Figure 3.4 Identification of Fault 12 to 13-36A [34] with permission from Anthony Jones. 
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3.2.4. Hot spots fault type 
Figure 3.5 shows the identification of Fault 17 to cell number 13D in array 94 within the 
PV plant layout. 
 

 
Figure 3.5 Identification of Fault 17 to 13D [34] with permission from Anthony Jones. 
 
In the Appendix 7.5, it is listed and represented the rest 13 faults that were identified and 
analysed in the technical office. 
 
Table 3.2 shows the number of faults by type, from the total of 19 faults that were 
identified and analysed. 
 
Table 3.2 Number of faults by type. 

Fault type Number of 
faults 

String 1 
Panel 0 
Bypass diode 4 
Cell 10 
Hot spots 4 
Total 19 
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4 Discussion 
In this chapter, firstly it is explained some important points that were discussed with the 
drone operator. Secondly, the obtained results that were seen in the previous chapter 
through the thermal images are discussed. 
 

 Drone operator 
After the drone operator performed his job, he highlighted some important points that are 
commented as follows [34]. 
 
Main technical difficulties have been software integration between the two rival company’s 
hardware (issues communication between interfaces). It has been used DJI drones and 
Workswell cameras. Despite being told they work seamlessly together, that is definitely not 
the case. There are constant bugs or glitches that must be overcome. For example, the 
flight operator mentioned that he would plan a mission, inputting height, direction, speed, 
return-to-home parameters, and so on. He would transmit the mission to the drone and it 
would take off and just hover at 2-3 m and do nothing. Therefore, he had to take the 
drone out of auto-pilot and manually land it. Then, he switched off the drone camera and 
hand controllers, switch it all back on again, re-send the mission to the drone and it would 
execute the mission perfectly. He has no idea why it does this. Apart from that, during the 
post-inspection treatment of IR-T images, the BOT in Seville had some difficulties to 
reach more accurate results from the collected data by the thermal camera installed on the 
drone, due to these software integration issues. Hence, the Software Support and 
Development Team of QE are already working on it to avoid these problems. 
 
Another time, the drone was halfway through its mission and suddenly just went into a 
hover at 50 m, 250 m away from him in the sky. He did not know why it was doing this as 
it was only halfway through its mission. Thus, he had to de-select auto-pilot, manually fly it 
back to him and land it, switch off and switch back on, re-send mission details and when it 
carried out the exact same mission the second time, it worked without a single problem. 
 
Another issue is the fact that the camera loses its GPS coordinates during a mission which 
causes real problems for the BOT when trying to track the flight path. The thermal camera 
taps into the drone’s primary GPS navigation data and saves it as a map internally. In two 
occasions the drone completed its mission perfectly. But when the BOT reviewed the 
thermal/radiometric footage, there were multiple gaps in the flight map where the camera 
did not know where it was. If the drone itself had lost its GPS coordinates data, it would 
enter default mode and return-to-home automatically. To get around this, there is now a 
separate Workswell GPS antenna sending separate GPS coordinates to the camera only. 
The drone still uses its triple GPS navigation system. 
 
There were risks of flying over the PV plant. There are the obvious factors such as 
overhead high voltage National Grid cables, trees, other aircraft, radio masts, etc. Then, 
there are dangers such as high frequency WIFI communications around the site, powerful 
electromagnetic field generated from external high voltage transformers, Distribution Net 
Operators and operator telemetry signals, radio interference from inverters, etc. One 
strange danger the drone operator noticed is the risk of attack on the drone from 
predatory birds of prey such as Buzzards, Kestrels, Kites, etc. These aggressive birds see 
the drone as a threat and will actively attack it to warn it off their territory. For obvious 
reasons, it is not wanted a big bird flying into the drone propellers at 50 - 60 m off the 
ground. Although the big drone will fly with one of its 6 motors/propellers inoperative, 
there is a risk that it could just fall out of the sky and smash into the PV panels.   
 
The drone operator confirmed that setting coordinates is not a difficult task. Normally, he 
uses 3 flight planning apps: Litchi, Ground Station Pro and Google Earth Pro. If he can 
see the solar farm on any of their maps, he simple plots the individual missions directly 
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onto the map showing the solar plant and all of the rows of panels. Then, he sets height, 
speed, direction of travel, drone rotation, etc, saves it, sends the mission to the drone 
primary controller and it should work correctly. The biggest problem is when he cannot 
see the solar farm on Litchi, Ground Station Pro or Google Earth Pro. When this 
happens, he has to use the small drone with its high definition camera to fly along the rows 
and create a flight plan by setting individual waypoints at the places he wants the drone to 
work out. After that, he has to bring the small drone back, transfer that flight plan to the 
big drone flight controller and fly the mission with the big drone, which has the 
thermal/radiometric camera fitted. 
 

 The identified fault types 
In the next sections, it is discussed the different fault types (bypass diode, cell, string and 
hot spots) that were identified from their corresponding thermal images, which have been 
seen in the previous chapter. 
 
4.2.1. Bypass diode fault type 
In Figure 3.2, Fault 1 was identified due to the fact that it appears in the thermal image as 
an overheating pattern. This is typically caused by a defective or disconnected bypass diode 
due to internal short circuits. In order to check the condition of the bypass diode, a visual 
inspection is required to check its status [9]. In the case it is faulty, the defective bypass 
diode must be replaced by the PV module manufacturer, in relation to the manufacturer’s 
warranties, without any cost at all since the PV modules are indeed still in warranty [35]. In 
the conclusions chapter, it is explained what the PV manufacturer asked to be claimed by 
the warranty. 
 
Bypass diodes are placed in the junction box of a PV panel in order to prevent partial 
shading from bringing an entire PV panel to fully stop generating electricity since they 
protect the individual cells from overheating. As it can be seen in Figure 4.1, a bypass 
diode is connected to each third party of the PV panel used in this project. Such PV panel 
is made of 60 cells, divided into 6 rows of 10 cells each [35]. Therefore, 20 individual cells 
belong to each bypass diode. This configuration is commonly used for PV modules made 
of 60 or 72 cells.  
 

 
Figure 4.1Bypass diode configuration, with 3 diodes in parallel within the junction box, connected each to a 
cell string or substring, which is made of 20 individual cells (2 rows of 10 each) [36]. 
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In the case there was 1 of the 3 cell strings being partially shaded, the connected bypass 
diode to the affected cell string (or substring) would then become conductive and, thus, 
the PV module’s voltage would be reduced by 33 %. In the case there were 2 of the 3 cell 
strings being partially shaded, the connected bypass diodes to the affected cell strings 
would then become conductive and, thus, the PV module’s voltage would be reduced by 
66 %.  
 
After the concept of bypass diode have been explained, going back to Figure 3.2, it can be 
appreciated that 1 of the 3 cell strings of the PV module is warmer than the rest. In the 
office, ΔTm ≥ 10 ºC was checked through the software that for this warmer cell string. The 
reason is because the current flows through the defective bypass diode, which is short-
circuited and, at the same time, the current going over the cell string that is connected to 
this defective bypass diode is operating in short circuit [9]. In this case, this PV module 
with inactive substring has a power loss of 33 %.  
 
4.2.2. Cell fault type 
In Figure 3.3, Faults 5, 6 and 7 were identified due to the fact that they appear in the 
thermal image as an overheating of a single cell compared to the adjacent ones within the 
same PV module. These single cells have ΔTm ≥ 10 ºC, checked in the office through the 
software. These abnormalities might have been caused by soiling or shading and, thus, the 
affected PV modules must be cleaned and inspected again. If the PV modules, after being 
cleaned, are still showing overheating of single cells with ΔTm ≥ 10 ºC, the abnormalities 
might be cracked and damaged, which is typically caused by a manufacturing defect. In 
such cases, these PV modules would need to be replaced by the PV module manufacturer 
without any cost at all, in relation to the manufacturer’s warranties [9], [35]. 
 
4.2.3. String fault type 
In Figure 3.4, Fault 12 was identified due to the fact that it appears in the thermal image as 
an overheating pattern of all PV modules connected in series within the same string, 
compared to the nearby strings. This is typically caused by a wiring fault, worn out or loose 
connections, or other electrical issues. Therefore, the cables and connectors between the 
PV modules that belong to this faulty string should be inspected and repaired by the PV 
module manufacturer without any cost at all, in relation to the manufacturer’s warranties 
[9], [35]. 
 
4.2.4. Hot spots fault type 
In Figure 3.5, Fault 17 was identified due to the fact that it appears in the thermal image as 
hot spots in different points within the same PV module. These hot spots have ΔTm ≥ 10 
ºC, checked in the office through the software. Such abnormalities could have been caused 
by soiling or shading and, thus, the affected PV module must be cleaned and inspected 
again. If the PV module, after being cleaned, is still showing hot spots with ΔTm ≥ 10 ºC, 
the abnormalities might be cracked and damaged, which is typically caused by a 
manufacturing defect. In such cases, these PV modules would need to be replaced by the 
PV module manufacturer without any cost at all, in relation to the manufacturer’s 
warranties [9], [35]. 
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4.2.5. Fault type summary 
A summary of each fault type with their typical causes and recommended corrective 
actions is described in the next Table 4.1. 
 
Table 4.1 Fault type description, typical causes and corrective actions [9]. 

Fault 
type Description Typical causes Recommended 

corrective action 

String 
Entire string uniformly 
hotter compared to 
adjacent ones. 

Wiring faults or worn 
out/loose connections. 

Inspect cables and  
connectors to be repaired. 

PV 
module 

Entire panel uniformly 
hotter compared to 
adjacent ones. 

Panel might be  
non-functioning. Wiring  
fault or worn out/loose 
connections. 

Inspect cables and  
connectors to be repaired. 

Bypass 
diode 

Overheating pattern for 
a substring of cells 
within a panel, compared 
to adjacent ones. 

Defective/short 
circuited bypass diode. 

Inspect the bypass diode 
status. In case of faulty, it 
must be replaced. 

Cell 
Overheating of a single 
cell or part of a cell      
compared to adjacent ones. 

Soiling or partial 
shading. Otherwise, cell 
is crack or damaged 
(manufacturing defect) 

Visual inspection to 
verify if shading or soiling 
is present. If not, PV 
module must be replaced. 

Hot 
spots 

Uneven pattern or  
overheated at specific 
points within a  
PV module. 

Soiling or partial 
shading. Otherwise, cell 
is crack or damaged 
(manufacturing defect) 

Visual inspection to 
verify if shading or soiling 
is present. If not, PV 
module must be replaced. 

 
At the time of finishing writing this thesis, QE had just contacted the PV module 
manufacturer to investigate all the 19 faults that were identified from the IR-T inspection 
with drone in order to be repaired as soon as possible. Therefore, a comparison of the 
efficiency, in terms of energy yield, before and after the repair of the detected faults cannot 
be made yet, nor a detailed study of the economic impact by implementing the UAV 
technology to detect irregularities of large-scale PV plants. Although, it can be mentioned 
that the early fault diagnosis by using drones will surely reduce O&M costs and enable a 
long effective life of PV arrays.  
 
At the same time, when the PV module manufacturer repair all faults without any cost, it 
will lead to a more efficient and available PV plant, which means that the PR will improve, 
the production losses will be reduced and, thus, their correspondent economic impact. 
 
Regarding the possible future improvements, it would be very helpful to have the 
possibility to combine a high definition visual and thermal camera unit since, in this way, it 
would not be necessary to use 2 separate cameras and drones, one to gather radiometric 
and thermal data and the other to gather high visual resolution video. In addition to that, it 
would also be profitable to set up some sort of artificial intelligence used to look at all of 
the thermal data and be able to recognise faults, hot spots, anomalies, etc, without a 
human being having to analyse during hours and hours of tiresome thermal and video 
footage in the office. Last but not least, the chance to have a drone or flying platform 
which has a much higher tolerance for wind speed since the drone operator once argued 
that he had had to land and sit on site during clear skies and high irradiance conditions 
waiting for the wind to drop below 8 m/s to be able to fly the drone. 
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In terms of cons by using drones for aerial thermal inspection of large-scale PV plants, the 
main disadvantage might be the fact that they will not help to claim a warranty to the PV 
manufacturer, since a dedicated report with both front and back pictures of affected PV 
modules and a thermal image are required, along with their serial numbers plus additional 
administrative support. For example, in order for QE to have claimed the warranty of the 
19 affected PV modules that were detected from the IR-T inspection with drone, the PV 
manufacturer asked a detailed report with both front and back pictures of all affected PV 
modules, as well as all their correspondent serial numbers, plus a flash test, which is a 
standard testing procedure performed and provided by the PV manufacturer to the client 
to verify and ensure the output performance of a PV module. 
 
As a concluded discussion, QE has learned by making mistakes during this project study 
and gained experience of this UAV technology. Currently, they are in the process of 
improving this technique and will continue to implement it to all their PV plants since the 
efficiency of PV systems can be significantly improved by appropriate use of O&M 
instruments and benefit from innovative monitoring tools, such as the unmanned aerial 
technology. Moreover, QE believes that the only way to make this technique cost-effective 
and reliable is to expand practical investigation by monitoring various aspects of PV 
systems from IR-T inspection performed by drones. 
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5 Conclusions 
From other old PV plants, it has been demonstrated that PV modules can efficiently be 
performing for 25-30 years and, in order to carry out their functionality of generating 
electricity, continuous inspection and maintenance are required during this time. Many 
solar plants are active and appear to be working normally and generating electricity at the 
peak of their efficiency, but most of them contain PV modules that show a various range 
of defects which compromise their performance and, thus, need to be repaired. In fact, 
efficiency strongly depends on the temperature of the PV modules, where overheating 
causes a decrease of the produced energy. IR-T identifies issues not detected by naked eye 
and aerial infrared can scan large-scale PV plants in an efficient manner, which makes it in 
one of the most promising inspection methods for PV plants. Although in this thesis, it 
has not been possible to study the economic impact of implementing the UAV technology 
to scan irregularities of large-scale PV plants, it has been researched that this technology is 
also cost-effective, in comparison with a non-aerial inspection technology. 
 
Having said that, there is a high interest and motivation of carrying out the thesis topic of 
such promising and innovative technology to inspect large-scale PV plants in an efficient 
manner. For that, it has been researched and described the theoretical background of a 
scientific basis for the interpretation of thermographic images taken by drones. In 
particular, regarding the influence of thermographic irregularities which are negatively 
influence the energy yield of PV plants. Furthermore, it has been detailed an experimental 
setup of the process of performing IR-T inspections with drones by QE. 
 
While researching on the theoretical background of this topic, it was concluded that the 
implementation of a cost-effective method to scan and check huge PV plants represents 
different challenges, such as the cost and time of detecting PV module defects with their 
classification and exact localization within the solar plant. Some PV plants are too large 
and time consuming to be inspected by manned technologies. Additionally, current 
methods of PV inspections are not able to provide on-line information about failures or 
defects in the monitored plants and, most of them, use a lot of time only for the data 
acquisition task, without considering the subsequent important analysis steps [6]. 
 
The UAV is an accurate and innovative system that can instantly inform about the 
condition of PV plants. In the example of the PV plant that was inspected by QE with 
drone, the drone operator confirmed that it took around 4 hours to gather IR-T data of 
the full site, in the range time period between 11:00 and 16:00. Whereas, for such a PV 
plant with a peak power capacity of 4.05 MW, it might have taken around 15 hours to 
gather the same data by a hand-held camera, according to the bottom graph of Figure 1.7. 
In addition to that, from this figure, it was concluded that the higher the peak power 
capacity of the PV plant to gather IR-T data by a thermal camera attached to a drone, the 
less time-consuming, in comparison to a hand-held camera. This speed of gather IR-T data 
is especially helpful in the UK where clear skies are uncommon [24]. 
 
Although it should be improved the compatibility issues between the 2 different software, 
which QE considers this as the priority improvement, QE thinks that reliable data were 
obtained to detect defected PV modules.  
 
As far as the obtained results of this aerial thermal inspection study are concerned, it can 
be concluded the following points: 
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• The majority of identified faults are on a sub-panel level, either individual cells or 
uneven hot spots. A typical cause for these types of faults is soiling or partial shading of 
the PV modules, mainly made by vegetation or even bird droppings. Otherwise, cell is 
crack or damaged, most probably by a manufacturing defect. 

 
• There are also some modules with bypass diode faults. This is typically caused by a 

defective or disconnected bypass diode due to internal short circuits. In order to check 
their condition, a visual inspection is required to check its status. 

 
• Additionally, a string fault was also detected. This is typically caused by a wiring fault, 

worn out or loose connections, or other electrical issues. Thus, cables and connectors 
between PV modules are needed to be checked and repaired. 

 
• In contrast, an entire faulty PV module being uniformly hotter compared to adjacent 

ones was not identified. 
 
Then, addressing each of the points that were initially claimed in the chapter of Aims and 
Scope, it can be concluded that: 
 
• Although the suffered issues to gather more accurate data by the thermal camera 

installed on the drone, because of the technical difficulties with software integration, it 
was indeed possible to test the reliability of detecting defected PV modules by using IR-
T inspection with drones. This has been demonstrated through the thermal images 
shown in Chapter 3, Analysis and results, as well as in Appendix 7.5, Representation of 
the PV faults. 

 
• Drones can determine the precise location of each fault down to the individual PV 

module within a plant made of thousands of modules, since drones have built-in GPS, 
and defects can be well identified through the used software afterwards. The QE 
convention to identify the location of each fault was described and shown in Figure 3.1. 
Then, the corresponding location of each fault within the PV plant layout has been 
added to all the thermal images shown in Chapter 3, Analysis and results, as well as in 
Appendix 7.5, Representation of the PV faults. 

 
• In this study project, it has been detected the most frequent defects and typical damages 

of crystalline-silicon PV modules by measuring the cell temperature, under operating 
conditions, of IR-T images through the software, such as hot spots, bypass diodes, cells 
and string faults. 

 
• After typical damages of crystalline-silicon PV modules have been identified, a 

classification of defects from the characteristic values of IR-T inspections during PV 
plant operation has been made. A summary of each fault type with their typical causes 
and recommended corrective actions was described in Table 4.1. 

 
To sum up, it can be finally concluded that, in comparison with traditional manned 
systems by using hand-held cameras, the main functionality of using drones is the early 
fault diagnosis which could reduce corrective maintenance activities, since defects are 
easily and quickly identified and, then, repaired. This fact could reduce defects to become 
more serious and, thus, more difficult to be repaired, along with their correspondent 
production losses and costs. Although, it was not possible to study the cost assessment by 
implementing the UAV technology in this study project due to external reasons that have 
previously discussed, this has been demonstrated in other publications, such as in “Faults 
and Infrared Thermographic Diagnosis in Operating c-Si Photovoltaic Modules: A Review 
of Research and Future Challenges [18]”, lead author A. Tsanakas[18].   
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7 Appendix 
 Specifications of the drone DJI Matrice 600 

Table 7.1 shows the specifications of the drone DJI Matrice 600. 
 
Table 7.1 Specifications of the drone DJI Matrice 600 [25]. 

Weight (propellers and battery included) (kg) 10 
Weight with 3-axis gimbal and camera (kg) 12 

Diagonal size (m) 1.2 
Max. ascent speed (m/s) 5 
Max. descent speed (m/s) 3 

Max. speed (m/s) 18 
Max. angular speed (º/s) 150 

Max. angle of inclination (º) 25 
Allowable flight height (m) 120 

Max. wind speed resistance (m/s) 8 
Battery capacity (mAH) 27000 
Max. flight time (min) 40 

Transmission range (km) 5 
Operating temperature range (ºC) -10 to 40 

 
 Specifications of the Workswell WIRIS Mini thermal camera 

Table 7.2 shows the specifications of the Workswell WIRIS Mini thermal camera. 
 
Table 7.2 Specifications of the Workswell WIRIS Mini thermal camera [26]. 

Dimensions (mm)  86 x 68 x 47 
Weight (g) <160  

Resolution (pixels) 384 x 288 
Temperature ranges (ºC) -10 to 250 

Temperature sensitivity (ºC) 0.05 
Accuracy (ºC) ±3 

Spectral range (µm) 8 to 14 
Calibration Yes 

Video output (pixels) HDMI (1280 x 1024) 
Image recording Yes  
Video recording No 

GPS tagging Yes 
Software  Internal / SD card 

Measurement functions Max Temperature, Min 
Temperature 

Emissivity correction Yes 
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 Specifications of the drone DJI Phantom 4 Pro 
Table 7.3 shows the specifications of the drone DJI Phantom 4 Pro. 
 
Table 7.3 Specifications of the drone DJI Phantom 4 Pro [29]. 

Weight (propellers and battery included) (kg) 1.4 
Diagonal size (mm) 350 

Max. ascent speed (m/s) 6 
Max. descent speed (m/s) 4 

Max. speed (m/s) 16 
Max. angular speed (º/s) 250 

Max. service ceiling above sea level (m) 6000 
Max. wind speed resistance (m/s) 10 

Max. flight time (min) 30 
Operating temperature range (ºC) -10 to 40 

 
 Explanation of the shading angle concept 

As a first thought, the more rows of PV arrays (i.e. the more PV modules) installed in a 
given area, the more power will come out of it. For that, it would be necessary to fix the 
different rows as much close as possible to each other. However, the smaller the distance 
between rows (pitch), the more shadow will produce one row into the following one, 
leading to higher losses in the energy output. 
 
Apart from the row spacing or pitch, there are also two important parameters to take into 
account for the system alignment, which are the tilt angle (β) and shading angle (δ). The 
following Figure 7.1 indicates the pitch, tilt angle and shading angle of a PV system 
alignment view. 
 

 
Figure 7.1 Pitch, tilt angle and shading angle [37]. 
 
Therefore, these three parameters must be well combined in order to minimize shading 
losses and have a best use of the given area. It can be confirmed that, for a fixed pitch, the 
lower the tilt, the lower the shading angle and, thus, the reduction of shading losses. 
Although, if the tilt angle becomes very small, the rainwater is accumulated easier on the 
lower PV module frame which causes dirt deposits after evaporation, gradually hidden the 
bottom cell row of the module (same effect as if it were shaded), with the correspondent 
yield losses [38]. 
 
Figure 7.2 shows a typical graph (valid for Germany, but also to have a close estimation for 
the UK) to calculate the shading losses (%), depending on the shading angle and tilt angle 
[38]. The yellow circle is an estimation for the optimum. This is very useful in order to design 
a best use of a given area minimizing the shading effects.  
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Figure 7.2 Typical graph to calculate shading losses. Reprinted from [38]. 
 

 Representation of the PV faults 
This section represents the rest 13 faults that were identified in the entire PV plant and 
analysed in the technical office.  
 
Figure 7.3 shows the identification of Fault 2 to cell number 61A in array 15 within the PV 
plant layout. 
 

 
Figure 7.3 Identification of Fault 2 to 61A [34] with permission from Anthony Jones. 
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Figure 7.4 shows the identification of Fault 3 to cell number 41A in array 18 within the PV 
plant layout. 
 

 
Figure 7.4 Identification of Fault 3 to 41A [34] with permission from Anthony Jones. 
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Figure 7.5 show the identification of Fault 4 to cell number 16A in array 41 within the PV 
plant layout. 
 

 
Figure 7.5 Identification of Fault 4 to 16A [34] with permission from Anthony Jones. 
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Figure 7.6 shows the identification of Faults 8, 9 and 10 to cell number 8B in array 57, cell 
number 2A in array 58, and cell number 4A in array 58, respectively, within the PV plant 
layout. 
 

 
Figure 7.6 Identification of Faults 8, 9 and 10 to 8B, 2A and 4A, respectively [34] with permission 
from Anthony Jones. 
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Figure 7.7 shows the identification of Fault 11 to cell number 1A in array 60 within the PV 
plant layout. 
 

 
Figure 7.7 Identification of Fault 11 to 1A [34] with permission from Anthony Jones. 
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Figure 7.8 shows the identification of Fault 13 to cell number 31C in array 69 within the 
PV plant layout. 
 

 
Figure 7.8 Identification of Fault 13 to 31C [34] with permission from Anthony Jones. 
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Figure 7.9 shows the dentification of Fault 14 to cell number 10D in array 73 within the 
PV plant layout. 
 

 
Figure 7.9 Identification of Fault 14 to 10D [34] with permission from Anthony Jones. 
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Figure 7.10 shows the identification of Fault 15 to cell number 12D in array 91 within the 
PV plant layout. 
 

 
Figure 7.10 Identification of Fault 15 to 12D [34] with permission from Anthony Jones. 
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Figure 7.11 shows the identification of Fault 16 to cell number 5A in array 83 within the 
PV plant layout. 
 

 
Figure 7.11 Identification of Fault 16 to 5A [34] with permission from Anthony Jones. 
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Figure 7.12 shows the identification of Faults 18 and 19 to cell number 36C in array 107 
and cell number 35B in array 107, respectively, within the PV plant layout. 
 

 
Figure 7.12 Identification of Faults 18 and 19 to 36C and 35B, respectively [34] with permission from 
Anthony Jones. 
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 Datasheet of the ReneSola PV module  
Figure 7.13 shows the datasheet of the ReneSola PV module. 
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Figure 7.13 Datasheet of the ReneSola PV module [35]. 
 




